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Purpose of study

Research Questions

• to explore how theconcept • In which languages does the
university provide webpages or
of ‘international university’
online documents? which type of
is constructed in the
pages/ documents are provided in
website of the universityof
the different languages? and,who
Zaragoza.
is the intended audience?;
• How is internationalisation
conceptualised and which
language(s) are associated to the
idea of internationalisation in the
online promotional texts?;
• What kinds of English are usedand
presented as acceptable?

Data for thestudy
Website of the university of Zaragoza, including:
• Webpages (especially those labeled as “international”, “international students”)
• Online university leaflets and brochures
• Undergraduate and postgraduate prospectuses
• Programs and course descriptions

Outline
• What is internationalisation? How is it relatedto
language policies?
• Context: university of Zaragoza
• Results
• Concluding remarks

What is internationalisation?
Clusters of phenomena the terms applies to(Wächter, 2008)
i. (physical) mobility for students andstaff
ii. recognition across country borders of degrees andother
qualifications
iii. curricular reform.
✓EMI (English-mediuminstruction)
✓degrees that are delivered jointly by two or more higher
education institutions in at least two countries.
iv. transnational education
v. marketing and promotion ofhigher education institutions
vi. adoption of the agenda of the European Higher Education
Area

Internationalisation---EMI
Study: “English-Taught Programmes in EuropeanHigher
Education” (Wächter and Maiworm, 2015)

• ETPs: 725 in 2002 to 8,089 in2014.
• North-South divide.
• Nordic region: 20% of all programmes (Bachelor andMaster
programmes) are ETPs
• Central West Europe and the Baltic states: 10% of all programmesare
ETPs.
• In all other regions: at most 5% ofall programmes are ETPs.

Relation between internationalization and the offerof
education in English in universities (Jenkins,2014)

Indicators to measure the internationalisation of
research institutions (European Science Foundation,2012)
• Budget coming from abroad
• International co-authored papers
• Recruitment of researchers from abroad
• Bi-directional mobility– inward and outward – and
visits
• Budget for joint research programmes or projects
• International use of own infrastructures
• Recruitment committees
Use of English missing from theseindicators

University of Zaragoza:context

University communityfacts
42,600 Members of the university community:
3,800 teaching and research staff
over 2,000 administration and service staff
more than 37,000 students
23 Centres in four cities
12 Research institutes: 6 belonging to the university, 5 joint and 1affiliated
54 Bachelor degrees, 52 Master degrees, 46 doctorate programmes

(i) in which languages does the university provide webpages or online
documents? which type of pages/ document are provided in the
different languages? who isthe intended audience?

(i) which type of pages/ document are provided in the different
languages?

• ONLY Spanish
• most pages and documents

• Spanish AND English
• promotional information and leaflets about the university
• websites of some research groups.
• The “course descriptions” of a few courses

• ONLY English
• pages intended forinternational students taking part in mobility
programs.
• websites of some research groups.

• Spanish, English and French
• Some promotional information: leaflets for internationalstudents.

(i) who is the intendedaudience?
• Not specific audience: generalaudience
• Spanish
• Students
• Most information in Spanish
• Information in other languages:
• Course description of the courses where the language of instruction is
English

(i) who is the intendedaudience?
• Students
• Most information in Spanish
• Information in other languages:
• Course description of the
courses where the language of
instruction is English
• Webpages and information/
promotional leaflets intended
for incoming students .

(i) who is the intendedaudience?

(i) who is the intendedaudience?
• Teachers and staff
• Spanish
• English: webpages of research groups or institutes

(i) who is the intendedaudience?
• Teachers and staff
• Spanish
• Spanish/ French /English: Eurasxess
• English: webpages of research groups or institutes

how is internationalisation conceptualised and which language(s) are
associated to the idea of internationalisation in the online promotional
texts?
• Internationalisation as a reality: the University of Zaragoza presented as an
international university
• Internationalisation as an objective and a process in which the University is
engaged: strategies to promote internationalisation

Internationalisation as a reality: the University of Zaragoza presented as an
international university

International mobility from UZ
International mobility to UZ
European Union Projects
Development cooperation
Cross-border cooperation

Internationalisation as areality
• The University of Zaragoza considers internationalization as a guarantee of quality
and its international commitment is demonstratedthrough:
• mobility programs forstudents, teachers , researchers and administrative staff;
• double degree programs;
• bilateral and multilateralagreements;
• research projects and projects of university cooperation for development in the
five continents
• It has been one of the first universities to adapt to the European Higher Education
Area and is at the forefront of international mobility, offering bachelor degrees,
masters, and doctorates adapted to the European Higher EducationArea.
• Today 34,921 students study at its 22 faculties and colleges. 1,796 foreign students
from more than 75 different countries and well as dozen of visiting professors and
researchers contribute to its internationalatmosphere.
• The School of Engineering and Architecture enjoys high prestige for its training of
engineering professionals, their degrees are widely recognised and highly valuedin
the nationaland international labour market,
• This degree (Engineering) trains the specialised and highly qualified professionals
required in our socio-economic environment (…)who will be working within an
international context. Our extensive teaching experience in these technologies
together with numerous international contacts has facilitated the mobility of
hundreds of students over the past 20years.

Internationalisation as areality
• The areas of expertise are set according with their capabilities to claim their
international position with defined scientific challenges andground-breaking
activities (Campus Iberus)
• The University’s research work has increased significantly in recent years, giving it
national and international recognition. It is the 8th Spanish university in terms of
scientific and academic production, according to the prestigious AcademicRanking
of World Universities, produced by the Jiao Tong University in Shanghai.
• The University of Zaragoza also forms part of other university groups, both national
and international, such as the Spanish Healthy Universities Network
• Its activities include developing of research lines of common interest,pursuing
national and international research projects

Internationalisation as an objective
• The objectives of the Iberus Campus are: providing quality, comprehensive training;
achieving scientific excellence; promoting internationalisation; establishing itself as
a focal point for talent

• This will enable us to position our University in a line of highly competitive
international excellence, to achieve quality comprehensive training, scientific
excellence in basic and applied research, to promote internationalisation based on
mobility, to attract students and researchers and to establish strategic partnerships

• As part of its support for the internationalisation process, the University offers an
increasing number of courses in English, a language support programme for
teaching and research staff, and for administrative and service staff

English: part of
internationalisation

the

strategies

to

promote

Strengthening the international aspect of the activities of the University involves:
• integrating the international dimension into the fields of research, teaching and
services.
• favoring the international nature of the curriculum, with a new approach tothe
subject content
• favoring the international character of PDI activity;
• collaborating so that, ultimately, members of the university communitycan:
• move in (and to) other geographical, academic and working environments
• adapt to them and communicate in the new lingua franca: English.

English: part of
internationalisation

the

strategies

to

promote

For an university to be "international" all the university actors should beengaged.
• PDI: its teaching and research takes place in the framework of a plural world
(with training, teaching and research experience abroad). You should be ableto
live, communicate and work with colleagues from other nationalities.

• Student: must be able to coexist and communicate with students of other
nationalities; to move to other countries and respond to new situations (take
other ways to learn ...)
• Administrative staff: able to communicate and work with people from other
countries.
• The University as an institution should be able to design a strategy to encourage
integration (housing / monitoring and support of international students),
providing the means necessary to implement it.

(Internationalisation page)

Assessing the degree to which UZ is an international
university: survey
• Survey to students
• Can you follow classes in English?
• Evaluate on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is the highest and 1 the lowest (= total ignorance), your level
of language knowledge (English, German, French, Italian,Portuguese)
• Do you read books in English, German orFrench?
• Are you studying a language?
• Survey to administrative staff
• Are you able to cater to international students with little knowledge of Spanish in English /
German or French for example?
• In your administrative section, do you publish or offer brochures in English?
• Are you studying alanguage?
• Survey to teachers
• Evaluate on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is the highest and 1 the lowest (= total ignorance), your level
of language knowledge (English, German, French, Italian,Portuguese)
• Do you teach/ have you taught/ would you teach classes in English?

Is the UZ an internationaluniversity?
What can I study at the University of Zaragoza?
Almost everything you are interested in… as long as you speak Spanish. The offer of
subjects taught in English is not very wide at the moment. But if you are interested
in these subjects, click here.
(from the International page)
Exchange students are not required to take any test of proficiency in Spanish
language at our Institution. However, since most courses are lectured in Spanish
and your daily meetings with Spanish people will rarely be in English, we do
encourage you to take courses of Spanish prior and upon arrival as far as you feel
you have a weak knowledge at present.
(from a leaflet for incoming students. Faculty of Engineering)
Language requirements at the University ofZaragoza (UZ)
• The language of instruction in the UZ is Spanish.
• The language proficiency required to work well in class should notbe lower than
the B1 level of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.
Lecturers at the Faculty of Business expect all students to have sufficient
knowledge of Spanish to follow classes.
(from a leaflet for incoming students. Faculty of Business)
As part of its support for the internationalisation process, the University offers an
increasing number of courses in English, a language support programme for
teaching and research staff, and for administrative and service staff
(from the International page)

Website of the faculty of science: ELFmodules

ELF modules. Purpose: attract incomingstudents

Business Faculty. EMI in the degree of in Business
Administration and Management
“This group in English responds to new training demands in a global
context, improving job prospects with respect to other graduates in
BusinessAdministration, with the particular advantage of supporting
employment in those careers inwhich international component is key”
One of the objectives of the group in English is:
Provide studies in the Degree of Business Administration andManagement
with a solid economic and business education with an international
approach

Internationalisation for research institutes/ centres
• The internationalization of research is essential for the development of high
quality research (...) The Institute of Materials Science of Aragon (ICMA) has been
since its inception in constant and intense collaboration with research centers
around the world (... ). Currently, researchers from ICMA collaborate regularly
with researchers from more than 30 foreign universities and 20European
research institutes (…)
• Among the many international collaborations it is important to highlight the
participation in large European scientific facilities that offer the use of very
sophisticated instrumentation that a laboratory cannot afford. (Examples).
• The ICMA is a center of international prestige in materials science, making it a
center of attraction for students, both pre-doctoral and post-doctoral, and
researchers from around the world. Currently researchers from about 15
different nationalities (including USA, France, Italy, Poland, United Kingdom,
Egypt, Cuba, Iran, Romania, Lithuania, Colombia, etc) are working at the ICMA ....
Doctors trained in the ICMA expand their training usually outsideSpain.
• Virtually any time of year it is easy to find foreign visiting professors (from
Canada, Japan, Argentina, France, etc ...) in the ICMA (...). Reciprocally, ICMA
researchers teach courses and seminars, and conduct research stays very often
beyond our borders (Chile, Argentina, Japan, USA, etc ...).

Internationalisation for research institutes/ centres
• Collaboration with companies also has international projection, through projects
and research contracts with international companies such as Sumitomo, Philips,
Xenics, Vigo, Quantum Design, Phisyk GM, ILL, Saint Gobain, etc ...
• Several researchers from ICMA hold management positions inrelevant
international committees and associations (examples)

• ICMA has also been involved in the organization of numerous schools inAragon
and thematic workshops, not only nationally but alsointernationally.
• The ICMA maintains a high degree of international collaboration in the
development of research, which expresses the international vocation that all
prestigious institutes should have in the XXIcentury.

What kinds of English are used and presented as
acceptable?
• Do the website pages and promotional documents include information on actual
language practices and the use of English as a lingua franca (ELF)?

• How is the students’ proficiency in English evaluated in bachelor andmaster
degree programs in English?

What kinds of English are used and presented as
acceptable?
References to the language of instruction (when it is not Spanish)
Master in Nanostructured Materials for Nanotechnology Applications
The course is completely taught in English by highly qualified members of research
and academic staff within the INA, ICMA, and the Faculty of Science of Zaragoza
University as well as by other national and international departments and industrial
representatives.
Master in BiomedicalEngineering.
As a general rule, the master will be taught in Spanish, but some specialized
electives may be offered in English, or taught in this language if there are
exchange students who cannot speakSpanish.
Master in Environmentalnanotechnology
Working materials (scientific papers, reports and presentations and online
material) may be in English. A limited number of classes will be taught by guest
teachers in English. Students who have problems in understanding the classes in
Spanish will get support in office hours in English

No explicit reference to the type of English that is acceptable.

What kinds of English are used and presented as
acceptable?
References to linguistic requirements/recommendations
▪ Reference to the level of English that all graduates from UZ must have:
▪ B1 level according to the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages ( CEFR)
▪ Reference to the level of English that students are required/recommended to have
to study somedegrees:
Bachelor Degree taught in English: BusinessAdministration (B1: required):
▪ B1 level according to the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages ( CEFR)
Master Degree taught in English (B1: required; B2 recommended):
As the whole course is taught in English, students need to have an upperintermediate level in the language: minimum level B1 in the European Common
Framework Language Reference, but preferably level B2. Level B1 is reached when
the student is able to understand (…). B2 is achieved when the student is able (…) to
communicate with native speakers with the degree of fluency and ease such that
the communication takes place without efforton either side

What kinds of English are used and presented as
acceptable?
References to linguistic requirements/recommendations
▪ Reference to the level of English that students are required/recommended to have
to study some Master degrees taught in Spanish (B1 required/ B1 recommended):
Master in Renewable Energy andEnergy Efficiency
• Teaching language: Spanish. The applicant must submit the certificate of B1 level of
English. He/she can otherwise provide some proof of knowledge of English, for
example commonly used in professional activity , stays, courses taken, etc. Much of
the texts (specialized literature, research articles, etc. ) are in English.
Environmental nanotechnology
• Since the material and the literature used in the subject is mostly in English, it is
advisable for students to have intermediate level of this language: at least B1
(Common European Framework of Reference for Languages)

What kinds of English are used and presented as
acceptable?
References to evaluation of linguistic skills in courses taught in English
• “course descriptions” of Bachelor courses (Degree in Business Administration and
Management) : NO information on evaluation of linguistic skills.
• Course descriptions of Master courses whose language of instruction is English: Not
much information on whether English will be evaluated and if so, according to which
criteria.
Scientific communication skills will also be evaluated through these tests - on a
scale of 1 to 10 - and - here correct use of scientific language, audiovisual
techniques, graphics, clarity of presentation, etc. will be expected. Both oraland
written exams will take place in the language used for thecourse: English
Specifically in the report, the following will be assessed: (…)iv) presentation
(well written, correct and fluent use of English, care taken over style).
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